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EXCLUSIVE TIPS FROM A TEDX ORGANIZER

As a cofounder of SMG Speakers Bureau, I’ve spent several years in
the speaking industry managing and representing national speakers,
helping them market their knowledge/message and brand. Now, a
wife, mother, CEO and established TEDx Talk organizer, I created
another entity that allows me to do what I love--- helping emerging
speakers transition from passion to profits through coaching and
workshops.
To push my clients to dream big, one of the first things I do is
challenge them to create a “bucket list” of their ideal speaking venues.
The TEDx Talks are often featured on that list. Anyone who loves
speaking has probably watched these famous talks and imagined
holding court to that massive audience.

The average YouTube video is lucky to get a few dozen views and an
occasional like, while TEDx talks boast over 42 million YouTube and
TEDx website views on topics ranging from the seemingly mundane to
the utterly fantastic. TEDx celebrates locally-driven ideas and
elevates them to a global stage. TEDx events are produced
independent of the larger TED conferences, but curates its speakers
based on TED’s format and rules.
So, how does an ambitious speaker draw the attention of a TEDx
speech organizer?
Well, as an organizer, I’ve come to teach you The Science of a Great
TEDx Talk. There are two parts---getting selected for the talk and
marketing your appearance.
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1. First, understand the TED mission--- to seek knowledge and insight
from every discipline from across the globe to better understand our
world.
2. Make yourself into a subject matter expert: TED organizers like
myself look for unique ideas and stories that transform the way
people think.
3. Prepare a story that connects to an audience. A great speech
creates a world where the listener is drawn into a compelling story
seemingly created just for that person. If you’re not sure on how to
start, consider hiring a speaker development coach to help guide you
through your idea, to assist you in crafting your talk and to fine tune
your speaking skills.
4. If you want to be the best, study the best: Study what the top-rated
Ted Talk speakers do differently. Set aside time on your calendar as
“TED Time” and sit back, watch and learn.
5. Practice makes improvement! Start speaking and get the practice
you need to help build your speaking skills. Record your engagements
for constructive criticism and also use these videos as samples of your
speaking style to attain more speaking engagements
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6. Affirm your goal daily and be sure to add to your vision board. I’m a
firm believer in reviewing my goals every day and saying them aloud,
and because of the impact it has had on my life I recommend it to
others. Write the goal and speak it into existence daily. Perhaps while
you’re grabbing a coffee or in the car alone you say to yourself, “I’m
happy and grateful to be a top viewed TED speaker.”
7. Research event organizers on TED.com to make sure they have a
huge following if you want to go viral.
8. Leave nothing to chance. After you research event organizers, be
sure to find out their event dates and send your materials months
before to beat the crowd. TED organizers plan months out, and if
you’re too late you’ll miss out on the planning process. Set reminders
on your calendar to stay on top of things.
9. Make sure your name is a top search result on Google. You should
already have a clear brand and a well-established social media
presence on a variety of platforms such as Linkedin, Twitter,
Instagram, and Facebook.
10. Start bundling your brand to help increase exposure when your
TEDx video airs.
A great TEDx Talk that goes viral is an opportunity for brand
exposure, self-promotion, and fame, but most importantly, it is a
chance for you to share your self, your life, and your knowledge with
a global audience.
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For more information on our Speaker Development
program or to book a speaker for you next event
contact us:
SMG Speakers Bureau
Address: 1327 W. Washington Blvd. Suite 102B
Chicago, IL 60607
Phone: 312- 226-5552
Email: info@smgspeakers.com
Website: smgspeakers.com

